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Vision3   Final Exam                    In The  Name of God                 Day 99          Name/Class: دقیقه      05وقت امتحان :               

Read the sentences and choose the best choice. 

1- I'd like to give this golden watch as a mark of ……….. for all the work you've done for us.  

   a. application                        b. appreciation                        c. preposition                        d. information 

2- To improve their pronunciation in English, the students should use the international phonetic ------------------- usually 

given at the beginning of the dictionaries.  

  a. weights                             b. symbols                                c. customs                            d. mistakes 

3- The local Internet service company continues to call me, even after I have ---------- asked them to stop.  

   a. especially                          b. hopefully                             c. surprisingly                         d. repeatedly 

 4- My brother used the money to ………… an internet business.  

  a. reduce                                b. forgive                                c. found                                   d. donate 

5-The electricity they ------------------ is not enough to meet their country's needs.  

  a. achieve                            b. collect                                   c. require                             d. generate 

6- We should put all the files in alphabetical ---------- to find them easily whenever they are needed.  

  a. infection                           b. order                                    c. symbol                               d. identity 

7- The old man down the street always -------- to himself. I just realized I don't even know his name.  

  a. keeps                                b. cares                                    c. gives up                             d. gets away 

8- The mother put her child on her .................. to spend less money for taxi.  

  a. diary                                b. calm                                       c. lap                                  d vase 

9- All that we children can do is to .................. the mistakes of our parents; after all, no human being is perfect.                          

a . respect                            b.  forgive                                    c. suppose                       d.  exchange 

10- During his illness in the hospital, my brother kept a --------------- which my family hopes to publish. 

 a. diary                                 b. host                                        c. secret                           d. point 

11- People with heart problems should talk to their ---------- before going to gym and doing hard exercise.  

  a. astronaut                       b. inventor                                c. author                           d. physician 

12- A: Why is he so famous? B: Because he is a -------------------- university professor.  

 a. dedicated                       b. interesting                            c. helpless                       d. loud 

13- The prices in this store are fixed and …….…., so we can't give you any discount.  

 a. unchangeable                 b. changeable                          c. changed                     d. changing 

14- A: “Do you know what ATM …… ?”                  B: “ Automated teller machine.”  

 a. recognizes                          b. stands for                            c. looks for                           d. explains 
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15- Through sentence examples, try to learn ‘words in …… ’to expand your vocabulary.  

  a. definition                          b. pronunciation                     c. combination                    d. abbreviation 

16- Be careful not to …… a mistake while writing in the answer sheet.  

   a. do                                      b. take                                      c. make                              d. give 

17-A: Did you invite only teenagers to your party?          B: Three …… – grandparents, parents, and children- are invited.  

   a. generations                     b. elders                                   c. youths                            d. kids 

18- A: How is the project going on?              B: Unfortunately, the whole project ended in …… right from the start.  

  a. failure                               b. care                                       c. worth                             d. origin 

19- The police believe that the fire started…… .  

  a. accident                           b. accidental                              c. accidentally                  d. accidents 

20- My father is quite old now and he’s increasingly ………… of hearing. 

   a. hard                                 b. loud                                       c. calm                               d. late 

21- He will ………… no pains to reach the highest standard of excellence.  

  a. advise                            b. improve                                 c. spare                           d. regard 

22- They …………the chairs so that everyone could see the screen.  

  a. arranged                           b. provided                                 c. identified                  d. defined 

23- From the letters “N” and “O”, we can get two ……………………………….: “on” and “no”. 

  a. combination                      b. translation                             c. respect                    d. introduction    

24- In a modern society, children should learn to communicate ________.  

  a) suddenly                           b) effectively                               c) actually                  d) accidentally  

25- Our English teacher never comes to class late, ----------?  

  a. doesn’t he                         b. does he                               c. didn’t he                               d. did he 

26-Two new houses ---------- by a famous engineer in our neighborhood last year.  

  a. were built                          b. built                                    c. have been built                   d. has built 

27- People ----------------- paint houses for a living are called house painters. 

   a. whom                                b. who                                       c. which                                d. who they 

28-I try hard, …………… I can never remember new people’s names.  

  a. but                                    b. and                                        c. so                                  d. or 

29- The young man -------------------- we interviewed last week, was very poor.  

  a. whom                              b. they whom                            c. whom you                        d. they 
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30- Reza had no difficulty in solving the problem, --------------------? 

  a. did Reza                        b. hadn’t Reza                             c. did he                        d. had him 

31- He wore a mask -------------------- made him look like Mickey Mouse.  

  a. which it                         b. that he                                   c. whom                               d. that 

32- Nowadays Spanish  .................. by more than three hundred million people in the world. 

 a. is speaking                      b. spoken                                   c. is spoken                       d. has been spoken 

33- It's the best car ----------------- I've ever had. Why do you ask?  

  a. whose                            b. that                                       c. who                                   d. when 

34- Do you want chocolate, strawberry,…………vanilla? 

   a. but                                b. so                                           c. yet                                     d. or 

35- The police…………….fingerprints from every man in the neighborhood. 

  a. have been taken          b. are taken                             c. were taken                      d. have taken   

36- Did I tell you about the woman …………..I met last night? 

  a. she                                 b. her                                        c. _                                        d. which                   

Cloze passage: 

Read the passage. Choose the correct answers to complete the text .  

 The first Persian dictionary which is still published was (37)…… more than 900 years ago. Loghat-e Fors was made by 

Asadi Tusi who was a famous poet in the 5th century. The list of entries has been (38)…… according to the final letters 

of the words. There are example sentences which were (39)…… poetry. The dictionary has synonyms and (40)…… that 

were used by young poets. This dictionary has been used widely by the poets that lived after Asadi Tusi. Many words 

have been added to the first dictionary.  

37. a. compiled                  b. combined                             c. constructed                  d. carried 

 38. a. supposed                b. expanded                             c. suggested                     d. arranged  

39. a. taken from              b. given back                            c. looked up                     d. taken care of  

40. a. explanations           b. identities                               c. institutions                  d. experiences  
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